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itsurin arden and akamatsu astle! ll the places you need to visit in akamatsu!

elcome to a tour of akamatsu in the etouchi region of hikoku
akamatsu located in the center of agawa refecture is an area where nature and modernity blend
together akamatsu is also characterised by its food culture and is famous for its udon noodles so much
so that it has come to be known as the " don refecture
ur tour will take you to some of the most popular spots that you must not miss when visiting akamatsu
he experiences at each spot will stimulate your senses and allow you to have a memorable and unique
time
he three main attractions of the tour are Yashima itsurin arden and akamatsu astle
he first location you will visit is Yashima an island resembling a roof floating on the eto nland ea
rom the top of the mountain you can enjoy a spectacular view combining nature and the beauty of the
many surrounding islands
he elegant lunchtime of the tour will be held in itsurin arden a special scenic spot in apan et's
explore the beauty of the scenery step by step in a space where you will forget the passage of time
ur tour concludes with a visit to akamatsu astle and amamo ark one of the three largest water
castles in apan eeding sea breams is a unique experience that can only be enjoyed in this castle on the
sea
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Ⅰ n efficient itinerary to visit all the popular spots in
akamatsu in a single day

nique elling oints

rom among the many popular sightseeing spots in the city we
have carefully selected the spots where you can best enjoy the
scenic atmosphere of akamatsu or transportation you will
use the local otoden" train and city buses and our itinerary
is designed to make you feel like you’re a local ith our guide
even first time visitors to akamatsu can enjoy the tour with
peace of mind
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Ⅱ ain an in depth understanding of akamatsu's history and
apanese culture

nique elling oints

t each of the spots visited on this tour you will be able to
enjoy experiences related to the history and culture of
akamatsu here are many experiences in our tour such as
kawara nage the tossing of kawara biscuits into the air and
towards the sea a tea ceremony overlooking the beautiful
scenery of itsurin arden and tai ganjoju" where you can
make a wish by feeding a sea bream swimming in the moat of
the sea castle
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Ⅲ njoy authentic anuki udon at a very popular local udon
restaurant

nique elling oints

hours before

recautionary considerations

owadays agawa is so famous for its udon that it has become
known as the " don refecture
n this tour you can enjoy
lunch at a famous anuki udon restaurant that even the locals
go out of their way to visit he noodles are made with the
highest quality flour and have a smooth texture and the
fragrant broth of roasted baby sardines and kombu seaweed
intertwines perfectly to create a delicious dish that you will
want to try regardless of the season

・ his tour features long walking distances so we recommend you wear
comfortable footwear
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eet up and explanation
akamatsu tation ticket gate
・ anmenzan enko in Yashimaji emple
min
・ ishione bservatory
min
・ hishi no eigan
min
・Zaigo don onke ara ya
min
・ itsurin arden
min
・ asen ( apanese ship)
min
・ ikugetsu tei
min
・ istoric akamatsu astle uins amamo ark
min

ther lan
nformation
n case of bad weather
emergency delay or no show

【 utline of each spot】
anmenzan enko in Yashimaji emple his temple is known as one of the
sacred places in hikoku and has a history spanning
over
years he temple is also dedicated to the god of raccoon dogs a rarity in apan and there are cute raccoon dog
statues placed all over the temple grounds ass through the bright red igashidaimon ate and enter the spacious temple grounds
which exude an atmosphere of dignity

・ f you miss the meet up time due to the transportation system used we may
not be able to provide you with the expected tour experience lease be
careful not to be late
・ f you do not arrive at the departure point within
minutes of the agreed
time it will be treated as a no show

ishione bservatory his observatory is not on the tourist map of Yashima making it the perfect off the beaten path attraction
nce you pass through the forest path you will be greeted by a breathtaking view ake a picture of this beautiful panorama with
akamatsu in the background

tinerary

hishi ( ion) no eigan ne of the three major observatory decks and a popular viewpoint in Yashima it is said to have been
named after a large rock that juts out from the cliff toward akamatsu ort resembling a lion ere you can try your hand at the
famous kawara nage biscuit throwing!
Zaigo don onke ara ya famous anuki udon restaurant that is very popular among the locals he thatched roof store was
salvaged from an old house that was inhabited in the hikoku region during the do period aste the excellent kama age udon in
this restaurant with an atmosphere that invokes a feeling of old apan!
itsurin arden his elegant apanese garden is considered a "national treasure" and has been designated as a special place of
scenic beauty by the government ttracting visitors from all over the world the garden has been said to be a place worth going
out of your way to visit and been awarded
ichelin stars ully enjoy this magnificent garden which is said to have a step by
step view of the four seasons!
asen popular boating experience that takes you around the
square metre outh ake of the garden with an explanation
of the grounds provided by a boatman f you wear a apanese hat you can blend in beautifully with the scenery of the park as you
ride the boat ake your time to leisurely enjoy the seasonal beauty of the garden which is said to have been enjoyed by
successive lords of the domain
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ikugetsu tei aid to have been built in the latter half of the th century this teahouse was named after a verse in a hinese
poem from the ang ynasty " f you scoop up water the moon will be in your hand
avour matcha green tea or sencha green
tea together with traditional sweets in the largest of the teahouse style buildings in the park
istoric akamatsu astle uins amamo ark he castle was built in
by hikamasa koma a vassal of ideyoshi oyotomi
he castle is famous for its location facing the sea a rare sight in apan aking advantage of its location the sea bream feeding
experience is also popular ake a walk around akamatsu astle a landmark of akamatsu
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